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Let’s  make this an 
interactive experience.



What is the most important  
number in the world? 2 8 0 0 0



Why is 28,000 the 
most important 
number?

28,000 represents the number of 
days the average human lives 
which is equal to 76.71 years but 
let’s assume it is 80 years



60-80
• Retire :This is 

the 
most important 

part of life because 
there is no income 

0-20
• Study 
• Play
• Get our first job / car

20-40
• Buy first house
• Get married
• Have kids

40-60 
• Change job

• Get a second car
• Buy a second 

house as an 
investment 

Circle of Life 



We started with 
how many days?



How old are 
you? 



What are you going to do with the time 
you have left?

Why put off tomorrow what you can do today ?



During this short period of time 
we have  identified  three 
common fears.   

1. What if I can’t work until 60? 
2. What if I don’t reach 60?
3. Will I have enough money in 

retirement? 



What if I told you 
there  is a solution?



We can offer  life insurance and 
annuity products that will protect 
your family  from financial distress 
by providing a death benefit or 
provide a lump sum benefit for a 
major critical illness diagnosis  



Life insurance will provide 
a tax-free death benefit to 
your family.



Is there a better 
solution than life 
insurance?



Life insurance creates 
money that does not 
exist. 

How can you compare 
something to something 
that does not exist? 



What is our 3rd fear?



Will I have enough 
money in retirement to 
last the rest of my life?



We can offer a 
guaranteed life-time 
income stream through 
a  Fixed Index 
Universal Life  or Fixed 
Index  Annuity.



When properly funded  it 
provides the opportunity  
to participate in the 
growth of the market 
place or index without 
directly  investing in the  
stock market.





What if I have been declined  for life 
insurance?

I know the underwriting guidelines of many 
companies from years of experience.



We can provide life insure to anyone 
between the ages of 0-85

You don’t have to meet with an agent 
face to face if that is your desire

We can offer an immediate benefit with 
most cases with a paper-less application







-Universal life insurance is a  flexible life 
insurance policy that will typically allow   you 
to adjust the premium  amount 
- Builds cash value
- Be careful with this type of product



I would suggest a Guaranteed Universal Life 
Product because  it can  provide a lifetime 
guaranteed death benefit if premiums are 
maintained.

Great  for small business owners or anyone who 
is  looking for life-time coverage but want to 
save money. 





It is  a  life insurance benefit that can  be used 
while you’re living after being diagnosed 
with a major illness.

Many life insurance policies come with living 
benefits that allow the policyowner  access 
to a portion of their death benefit while 
living if certain qualifications are met. 

The money received can be used any way you 
choose, from paying hospital bills,  paying for 
missing income due to illness.





What is a 
Annuity?



A form of insurance that 
pays a fixed sum of 
money over a 
predetermined time.



I offer Fixed Index Annuities.

Reap the benefits of being in the market 
without the downside of loosing any money.



Safety

Tax deferred growth

Guaranteed Life time income

Avoid Probate

Leave a financial legacy



Annuity Maximization for the self-
employed or business owners.

Annuity maximization is a leveraging 
technique in which annuity assets1 are 
used to purchase life insurance. 

The goal is to provide a greater death 
benefit for beneficiaries.

Though annuities may be an excellent 
tax-deferred growth vehicle, they are 
not generally designed to transfer 
wealth. Life insurance may be an ideal 
wealth transfer solution. 





What Is a Buy and Sell 
Agreement?

Legal document that stipulate 
how a partner's share of a 
business may be transferred in 
the event of the partner's death 
or departure.



Advantages

•Life insurance creates a lump sum of cash to fund the 
buy-sell agreement at death

•Life insurance proceeds are usually paid quickly after your 
death, ensuring that the buy-sell transaction can be settled 
quickly

•Life insurance proceeds are generally income tax free 
•If sufficient cash values have built up within the policies, 
the funds can be accessed to purchase your business 
interest following your retirement or disability



Disadvantages
• Premiums are generally not a tax-deductible 
expense
•Premium requirements are an ongoing expense
•One or more co-owners may be uninsurable due to 
age or illness

•If the co-owners' ages vary widely, younger co-
owners will have to pay higher premiums on the 
lives of the older co-owners

•If the ownership percentages vary widely, more 
insurance will be needed to cover the owners with 
the larger ownership interests, resulting in higher 
premium costs for those with smaller ownership 
interests



Whether your clients own a 
large company or a small family-
operated business, the success 
of any business depends on 
smart strategy and planning.





Key Man insurance is a life insurance policy you take 
out on a person who plays a vital role in the business.

This person is usually the owner or founder, but it could 
also be an employee whose role is critical in running the 
business.

Without this person’s active involvement, the business 
would likely go under.





Executive Bonus Plan

Section 162 of the Internal Revenue Code is the section that states 
that an employer may deduct certain expenses-including salary and 
other compensation-that are ordinary and necessary business 
expenses. 

It is in reference to this Code section that certain nonqualified 
plans, known as executive bonus plans, are sometimes referred to 
as Section 162 Plans. 

In its simplest form, an executive bonus plan is one in which an 
employer pays the premiums on a permanent life insurance 
policy owned by an employee. 







How often do you review your policy? Do you 
still have the same needs as when you first 
bought coverage? 

Can your needs be met more economically? 

With the passage of time, life changes, and 
scheduling a client review with your agent can 
help keep you on track.



darrell-franklin.com

flaa@darrell-franklin.com


